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ABSTRACT

FORMATION OF AIR-ENTRAINING VORTICES AT HORIZONTAL
WATER INTAKES

ZALOĞLU, Cihan
M.S., Department of Civil Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Mustafa GÖĞÜŞ
August 2014, 86 pages
The goal of this study is to estimate the critical submergence depths of
horizontal water intakes that have symmetrical and asymmetrical approach
flow conditions by using empirical equations. Therefore a series of
experiments were performed in a reservoir-pipe system dominated by gravity
and controlled by a valve. On account of adjustable lateral walls, symmetrical
and asymmetrical flow conditions were created at various Froude numbers. For
a wide range of discharges and for three different pipe diameters, the critical
depths of air-entraining vortices were observed. These observations were
evaluated by dimensional analysis and dimensionless parameters were
suggested. Finaly empirical equations were derived and the results were
compared with similar studies in the literature
Keywords: Horizontal intakes, Air-entraining vortices, Critical submergence.
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ÖZ

YATAY SU ALMA YAPILARINDA HAVA SÜRÜKLEYİCİ
VORTEKSLERİN OLUŞUMU

ZALOĞLU, Cihan
Yüksek Lisans, İnşaat Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Mustafa GÖĞÜŞ
Ağustos 2014, 86 sayfa
Bu çalışmanın amacı simetrik ve asimetrik yaklaşım akışı koşullarındaki yatay
su alma yapılarının kritik batıklık derinliklerinin ampirik denklemler
kullanarak tahmin edilmesidir. Bunun için yerçekimiyle işletilen, vana ile
kontrol edilen bir depo-boru sisteminde bir seri deney yapılmıştır.
Ayarlanabilir yanal duvarlar sayesinde farklı Froude sayılarında simetrik ve
asimetrik akım şartları yaratılmıştır. Geniş bir aralıktaki debi ve üç farklı boru
çapı için hava sürükleyici vortekslerin kritik derinlikleri gözlemlenmiştir. Bu
gözlemler boyut analiziyle değerlendirilmiş ve boyutsuz parametreler ortaya
konmuştur. Son olarak ampirik denklemler türetilmiş ve sonuçlar literatürdeki
benzer çalışmalarla karşılaştırılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Yatay su alma yapıları, Hava sürükleyici girdaplar, Kritik
batıklık.
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CHAPTER 1

1. PREAMBLE
PREAMBLE

1.1. IMPORTANCE OF ESTIMATING THE FORMATION OF
VORTICES AT INTAKE STRUCTURES
In near future, according to many political experts potable water is expected to
be held responsible for many clashes between neighbouring countries around
the world. That would occur because this valuable resource is getting
contaminated or harder to be accessed. In this era, nobody wants to waste
neither one drop of water potantial nor excess one cent to utilize it. Since water
supply was one of the main reasons of civil engineering to be born, many
design criteria have been constituted up to the present. One of the major criteria
is about optimization between the cost and depth of horizontal intakes that take
water to conveyence channel or tunnel etc. As per the negative effects of
vortices like loss of discharge capacity, hydromechanical equipment damage
due to cavitation, these intakes are wanted to be arranged so that there would
be enough water height above the intake to avoid air-entraining vortices. On
the other hand any attempt to increase the depth of the intake would mean an
increase in the cost of retaining or storage structures. Therefore estimating the
water depths at which vortices will form is important in order to optimize the
cost and the effectiveness and safety of these hydraulic structures.
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1.2. CRITICA
AL SUBME
ERGENCE
E
The depth undder which the intake is submerrged in waater, is kno
nown as
“subm
mergence”. What mak
kes this deepth “critical” is the moment
m
wh
when the
water level reaaches that point,
p
occuurance of air-entrainin
a
ng votices bbecome
hat even if the water leevel did
indissputably oftten. During this study it is seen th
not rreach the crritical depth
h for relevannt intake, some
s
“rando
om” vorticees could
be foormed instanntly. Althou
ugh all vorttices are ran
ndom eventts, the obserrvations
in this study shoow that wheen the wateer level conv
verges to significant leevel, the
increease in sym
mptoms of vortex likee disturbance on the water surfaace and
form
mation of dim
mples etc. could
c
be seeen clearly an
nd the vorteex occurancce depth
couldd be estimaated. In thiis regard, thhe randomn
ness of thee above meentioned
vortiices come frrom their occcurance shhowing no sy
ymptoms att all.
ERS OF VO
ORTICES
1.3. TRIGGE
The common prevailing
p
opinion
o
in lliterature iss that any asymmetric
a
cal flow
ke structure would incrrease the probability off vortex
conddition towarrds an intak
form
mation with respect to symmetriccal flow conditions. Likewise Duurgin &
Heckker (1978) put forward
d three funndamental vorticity
v
sources as shhown in
Figurre 1.1. Theiir opinion iss that these vvortices aree mainly initiated by: ecccentric
orienntation of thhe intake reelative to a symmetricc approach flow, existtence of
shearr layers of
o high velocity
v
grradients, ro
otational wakes
w
creaated by
obstrructions.

Figuure 1.1 Vorrticity sources (a) offsett introductio
on, (b) velo
ocity gradiennts, (c)
obstrucction (Durgiin and Heck
ker, 1978)
2

1.4. HARMS OF VORTICES
According to Knauss (1987) there are two main drawbacks of presence of
vortices at intake structures from hydraulics point of view; vibration on
hydromechanical equipments and harms of cavitation on pressured conveyance
structures. The breakdown of the main difficulties arised from vortices are
given below;


Increased head loss rise,



Losing intake discharge,



Losing efficiency of hydromechanical equipment due to low discharge,



Some troubles at hydromechanical equipment due to disturbed flow
pattern,



Rigour of vibration and cavitation on hydromechanical equipment due
to air-ingestion.

1.5. CLASSIFICATION OF INTAKES
As air-entraining vortices begin to occur at the free surface and reach out the
intake, the type of the intake plays a great role at the classification of them.
Intakes may be named regarding their reception direction and structure that
hosts the intake. Figure 1.2 shows this classification. The critical submergence
for horizontal intakes is generally denoted as Sc.

3

Figuree 1.2 Classiffication of iintake structtures (Knau
uss, 1987)
4

1.6. KINDS
K
OF VORTICE
ES
Vorticees can be either
e
on thhe free wateer surface or
o under thhe water surrface.
Since the
t vorticess that occurr on the freee surface have
h
contacct with air, these
vortices can easily
y entrain air into their swirl core an
nd carry it too the intakee.
Due to geeneral
Anotheer classificaation issuee is the sttrength of vortices. D
occurannce, dimenssions of vorrtices are too
o small relaative to inletts so that th
here is
no reliaable way off measuring the strength parameterrs of these vvortices. Fo
or this
reason,, the kind of vorticess are generrally determ
mined by ssubjective visual
v
observaations.
Knausss (1987), mentioned
m
tthe visual classification methoddology of Alden
A
Researcch Laborato
ory, ARL, w
which used the terms like swirl, eeddy, dimple and
vortex tail. Formaation steps oof vortices include
i
thesse terms annd can be seeen in
Figure 1.3. If the surface
s
vort
rtices are in question, the order off formation starts
with a small swirl then lingerring to a dim
mple follow
wed by deveelopment off a tail
and reaaching to thee intake.

Figuree 1.3 Visual comparisoon of eddy/sswirl, dimplle and vorteex tail relateed to
their strrength
Details of surface vortex form
mation step
ps related to
o ARL are explained below
b
(Figuree 1.4):
1.

Observ
vation of sw
wirling at thee free water surface.
5

2.

Relatively fast turning swirlings grow to a dimple.

3.

In type 3 vortex, vortex tail could only be seen by introducing dye
to the vortex core.

4.

Before entraining air inside, vortices can suck in free floating trash
to the intake.

5.

As the vortices gain strength, after the trash pulling stage, they
capture air in bubles and carry to the intake.

6.

A full air-cored vortex forms a funnel at the free water surface and
extents continously its tail to the intake.

6

Figure 1.4
1 ARL voortex type cllassification
ns (Knauss, 1987)
1.7. SCOPE
S
OF
F THE STU
UDY AND OUTLINE
O
OF THE T
THESIS
The gooal of this study is tto estimatee the critical submerggence depth
hs of
horizonntal water in
ntakes that have asymm
metrical recception geoometry as well
w as
symmeetrical by deeriving emppirical equattions. Thereefore a seriees of experim
ments
were peerformed in
n a reservoirr-pipe system dominateed by gravitty and contrrolled
by a vaalve. In order to observve the form
mation routin
ne and the bbehaviour of
o air7

entraining or full air core (Type 6) vortices, a hydraulic model was prepared.
This model was able to simulate symmetrical and asymmetrical flow
geometries by adjustable lateral walls and giving chance to imitate different
flow conditions for calculating dimensionless parameters, like Froude number,
by controllable discharge and 3 different horizontal intake pipe diameters. This
study started with a literature review which is presented in Chapter 2. It is the
Chapter 3 that includes the dimensional analysis for the model was performed
to determine the influential dimensionless parameters on the air-entraining
vortices for horizontal pipe intakes. The experimental setup and how the
experiments were performed are described at Chapter 4. After this part, the
experimental results are processed to graphs and empirical formulas for the
critical submergence of horizontal pipe intakes and compared to previous
studies in Chapter 5. At the end a final discussion and conclusion is given in
Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

2. LITERATURE
LITERATURE
SURVEY
SURVEY

Estimating the behaviour of vortex formation has been a great source of
attention among hydraulic society and many studies have been done via
analytical and numerical methods. These analytical approaches include
different intake geometries, boundaries and approach conditions creating
different parameters. As these parameters are discussed, some of them can be
said to have minimum or no effect on vortex formation. Customization of these
analytical models are very difficult as per the unique conditions of the real
cases. Theoretically vortex formation is a complex phenomena to be dealt with
yet can be simplified by some assumptions allowing mismatching of model and
real cases. For the sake of reliability of real cases, physical models are widely
recommended.
Anwar (1965, 1967 and 1968) had studies on steady vortices occuring at the
entrance of an outlet pipe. Experiments were run inside a cylindrical tank
having a vertical intake pipe. Consequent of these experiments revealed that if
the radial Reynolds number ReR = Qi/νH, where Qi is the volumetric flow rate,
H is the vertical intake submergence and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water,
is greater than 103, effect of viscosity can be omitted.
Gordon (1970) studied 29 running hydroelectric intakes to build a design
criteria to avoid air entraining vortices on low head intakes. The main
parameters were assumed as geometry of the approach flow, velocity at the
intake, the size of the intake and the submergence. Since intake geomety differs
from case to case, to concentrate on other parameters rather than intake
9

geometry was decided. The following formulas were derived to show the
relation between the critical submergence and Froude number;
1.70Fr

2.1

for symmetrical approach flow conditions and,
2.27Fr

2.2

for asymmetrical approach flow conditions, where Sc is the critical
submergence depth which is measured from the summit point of the intake and
Fr is the intake Froude number ( Fr

⁄ gDi )

Reddy and Pickford (1972) introduced a design criteria to prevent vortices in
pump sumps and at horizontal intakes. They defined the critical submergence
as a function of Froude number, Reynolds number and a wave parameter. Since
vortex formation was a free water surface event, wave length and Reynolds
number were neglected leaving Froude number to be the main parameter. They
suggested a sufficient submergence having no vortex can be calculated by
below formulation;
Sc/Di=1+Fr

2.3

for both hydroelectric practice and pump sumps.
Daggett and Keulegan (1974) investigated effects of surface tension and
viscosity on vortices and explained similarity conditions between hydraulic
structures and their models on critical submergence, vortex shape, size and
efficiency of the outlet structure. Two different scaled cylindrical tanks with
various diameters of vertical outlet pipes, liquids and vane angles were used.It
was concluded that after a certain value of Re, influence of viscosity dropped
and the only important parameter grew as the circulation number.

10

Zeigler (1976) made a hydraulic model of Grand Coulee Third Powerplant to
investigate vortex safety of penstock. It came out that increasing the amount of
operating units in small discharges causes increase in vortex strength.
Anwar et al. (1978)

studied on air-entraining vortices at horizontal

intakes.Experimental results revealed that effect of viscous forces and surface
tension can be ignored throughout the formulation when radial Reynolds
number and Weber number are greater than a certain value. So, other
parameters such as circulation number and Froude number remain in control of
the formulation.
Gulliver and Rindels (1983) gathered up-to-date data on intakes having vortex
problems and presented in Figure 2.1. It can be interpreted that neither
Gordon’s (1970) criteria nor Reddy and Pickford (1972) design criteria is quite
successful to represent the critical case.
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Figure 2.1 Diimensionlesss plot of daata obtained
d from existiing intakes, field
installations and model
m
studiies (Gulliver and Rindeels, 1983)
ntakes of powerplannts and
Knauuss (1987)) studied some largge size in
recom
mmended a submergen
nce depth off 1 up to 1.5 times the intake diam
meter. It
is givven that the submergeence requireements may
y be found using the fformula
givenn in Figure 2.2.
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Figuree 2.2 Recom
mmended suubmergence for intakes with propeer approach flow
connditions, (K
Knauss, 1987
7)
Yıldırım
m and Kocaabaş (1995)) studied on
n occurance behaviour of air-entraaining
vortices in a horizzontal rectanngular flum
me through a vertical inntake. They
y used
Rankinne’s half body approacch to explaiin the criticcal submerggence need of an
intake.
0) performedd experiments on a double and a single intak
ke for
Jiming et al (2000
determination of critical
c
subm
mergencies by
b using a large
l
scale hhydraulic model.
m
y presented two empirical equation
ns for both symmetricaal and
Conseqquently they
non-sym
mmetrical flow
f
conditiions as follo
ows;
2.39Fr

0.0
001

2.4
2

for sym
mmetrical ap
pproach flow
w and,
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3.17Fr

0.001

2.5

for non-symmetrical approach flow where a stands for intake gate height.
Equation 2.3 was compared with Gordons’ formula and it was seen that
Gordon formula gives lower submergences than the required submergence.
That’s why, Gordons’ formula was suggested to be multiplied with a larger
coefficient or a model study of large projects should be conducted.
Yıldırım et al. (2000) studied how the flow boundary effects the critical
submergence. They carried out experiments using a horizontal intake pipe
connected to a rectangular flume having a dead-end wall. They found out that
the clearance between the intake pipe and dead-end wall plays a key role in
vortex formation and continuity.
Ahmad et al (2008) were interested in determining critical submergence for 90°
horizontal intake in an open channel flow. By using critical spherical sink
surface theories and potential flow, an analytical equation was derived. This
equation was compared to model experiment results but failed to comply. This
non-compliance was discussed over large boundary effect and ignorance of
viscosity, surface tension and circulation effects from the analytical equation.
Gürbüzdal (2009) carried out a series of experiments over four different
diameters of horizontal intake pipes for possible scale effects on vortex
formation. Froude number, Reynolds number and side wall clearance were
chosen as the important dimensionless parameters and an empirical formula,
Equation 2.6, was derived from the experimental results.
Fr

.

.

Re

.

2.6

Where b is the side wall clearance measured from the centre of the intake.
Equation

2.6

is

valid

for

0.51≤Fr≤4.03,
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1.597≤b/Di≤5.147

and

2.96x104≤Re≤2.89x105 ( Re =

⁄ ). It was observed that Sc/Di becomes

independent of b/Di for b/Di≥ 6
Yıldırım et al (2009) concentrated on how the positions of two vertical intakes
effect the critical submergence of the system. The experiments showed the
critical submergence of the dual intakes is greater than a single intake pipe
because, with dual intakes, there is more disturbance which triggers vortices.
Taştan and Yıldırım (2010) focused on the effects of dimensionless parameters
and, boundary friction on air-entraining vortices and the critical submergence
of a vertically directed intake for the cases of no-circulation imposed crossflow and still water. They found that for cross-flow, there are certain limiting
⁄

values of Fr, Re, and We ( We =

) and beyond these values Sc is

independent of them.
Baykara (2013) studied on air-entraining vortices for what hydraulic conditions
cause them and what are the precautions to prevent or mitigate the effects by
testing anti-vortex devices. Some different horizontal intake pipe diameters and
symmetric side wall clearences were tested to gather dimensionless flow
parameters like Fr, Re and We into an equation for critical submergence.
Moreover, anti-vortex plates were tested for some discharge values to show the
relation of plate dimensions and vortex occurance. If the experiments are
reviewed in detail, it could be seen that six different intake pipes having
diameters 30, 25, 19.4, 14.4, 10, 5 cm were used. The setup had six different
symmetrical side wall clearances 2b= 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 140cm. These
pipes yield 2b/Di values varying from 1.33 to 16.00. The data set was divided
into three groups as maximum, minimum and intermediate values of Sc/Di.
Also a region of data that shows no dependency of Sc/Di on 2b/Di was
described. The empirical equations presented in that study are as follows;
For maximum values of Sc/Di, 1.33≤2b/Di≤4.00,
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Fr

.

.

Re

We

2b

.

.

2.7

Di

For minimum values of Sc/Di, 2.00≤2b/Di≤8.00,
Fr

.

.

Re

.

We

.

2b

2.8

Di

For intermediate values of Sc/Di, 3.33≤2b/Di≤12.00,
Fr

.

.

Re

We

.

2b

.

2.9

Di

After removing the parameters of Re, We, 2b/Di Equation 2.9 is given as
below,
Fr

.

2.10

In the zone of the data where Sc/Di is independent of 2b/Di, the general form of
Sc/Di is expressed as below,
Fr

.

.

Re

We

.

2.11

After ignoring the terms of Re and We, Equation 2.11 is reduced to the form
given in Equation 2.12.
1.278 Fr

.

2.12
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3. MODELLING
MODELLING
OF
AIR-ENTRAINING
VORTICES
OF
AIR-ENTRAINING
VORTICES

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Air-entraining vortices are results of some complex interaction among intake
zone geometry, flow velocity and liquid properties. As a result of complex and
hard to solve flow conditions of intake region, the critical submergence of
intake structures are generally determined either by past experience or model
studies.
3.2. DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
In order to acquire the dimensionless parameters which dominate the
phenomenon, dimensional analysis is applied. The variables involved into the
phenomenon can be grouped as below:
Fluid Properties: Density of the fluid (ρ), dynamic viscosity of the fluid (μ),
and surface tension of the fluid (σ).
Flow Properties: Average velocity of the flow at the intake pipe (Vi), average
circulation imposed to flow (Γ), and gravitational acceleration (g).
Geometric Properties of the Intake Zone: Diameter of the intake pipe (Di), the
distance between the lowest point of the intake and the reservoir bottom (c),
left-side (with respect to flow direction)-wall distance of the reservoir to the
intake center line (b1) and right-side-wall distance of the reservoir to the intake
center line (b2).
17

Conssidering a horizontal intake tyype shown in Figuree 3.1, the critical
subm
mergence, Sc, (describeed as the saafe distance between the intake and the
free water surfaace so as to avoid air-eentraining vortices)
v
sho
ould dependd on the
below
w variables.
Sc = f1 (ρ, μ, σ, g,
g Vi, Γ, Di,, c, b1, b2)

3.1

wherre Sc is takeen from the free water ssurface to th
he top of thee intake pippe.

Figure 3.1 Geometricc properties of the modeel.
Afterr performinng dimensio
onal analys is, the related dimensionless parrameters
are fo
found as below;
Sc
Di

=ff2

b1
Di

,

b2
Di

,

c
Di

3.2

, Re, Fr, We,
W Ko

wherre
Re = Intake Reyynolds numb
ber =

Vi Di ρ
μ
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Fr = Intake Froude number =

Vi
gDi

ρV2i Di
We = Intake Weber number =
σ
Ko = Intake Kolf number =

Γ
Vi Di

Since the experimental setup does not have bottom clearance, i.e. c=0, the
dimensionless term containing c can be ignored. The terms containing b1 and
b2 are preferred to be combined as (b1+b2)/Di and |(b1-b2)|/Di for symmetrical
and asymmetrical approach flow conditions, respectively. After these changes,
the Equation 3.2 can be re-aranged as below;
Sc
Di

= f2

Di

or

|

|
Di

, Re, Fr, We, Ko

3.3

For complete similarity, the dimensionless parameters related to the geometric
properties would be the same for both the model and the prototype. On the
contrary, the expecting equality of Sc/Di for both the model and the prototype
would be wrong, because all of the related dimensionless parameters Fr, Re,
We, and Ko would not be equal at the same time for these two cases.
Therefore, the following evaluation is made to present the importance of these
parameters and give a chance to the designer to decide upon the suitable
modelling criteria for his study.
3.2.1. Ignoring Kolf Number
The amount of discharge, intake type and approach geometry have effect on
circulation. The dimensionless parameter Kolf number which represents the
effects of circulation in Equation 3.1 can be omitted because all geometric and
flow parameters are already considered in the same equation and there is no
interference in the system to change the circulation. After the omission of Ko,
the Equation 3.3 becomes;
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Sc
Di

= f2

Di

, Re, Fr, We

3.4

for symmetrical approach flow conditions and,
Sc
Di

= f2

|

|
Di

, Re, Fr, We

3.5

for asymmetrical approach flow conditions.
3.2.2. Dominance of Weber Number
According to the past studies, vortices composed of weak dimples are
connected to the Weber number. For instance, Anwar et al. (1978) preferred
not to consider surface tension effect as it loses its dominance with respect to
We number when We number exceeds a certain value. In this study, We
number is seen effective over air-entraining vortices therefore it is included in
the analyses.
3.2.3. Relation of Reynolds Number
Some researchers like Daggett and Keulegan (1974) and Anwar et al. (1978),
tried to propose limit values for Re number that makes the relationship between
Re number and vortex formation meaningful. This study also aims to show this
relation so Re number term stays in the equation.
3.2.4. Influence of Froude Number
Up to the present, the Froude number is held the most responsible for
influencing the vortex formation among the other dimensionless parameters.
Since vortex is formed on free water surface and dominated by gravity, the
Froude number should be the main influential dimensionless parameter.
Consequently, any model study to be performed, should be constructed on
Froude similitude. Therefore, the approach of this study followed this base and
the model study was performed on Froude similitude.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL
EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP
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SETUP
AND
PROCEDURE

4.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Since this study considers horizontal intake conditions, a reservoir should be
constructed. For this reason, a rectangular concrete reservoir which can be seen
between Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3, having the length, width and depth of
3.10m x 3.10m x 2.20m, respectively, was constructed. This reservoir has a
dead volume, to reduce the turbulance of the incoming water. A screen made of
bricks was installed at the rear side of the active volume from which water is
directed towards the intake structure so as to maintain uniform flow through
the water way. The plexiglass plate that had the interference with intake pipe
was extended out from the reservoir by 0.30m to get good visual observations
of the vortices. In order to imitate different intake geometries, portable
plexiglass side walls were deployed inside the active volume. Plexiglass intake
pipes having the diameters of 25.0cm, 19.4cm, 14.4cm were installed to the
setup. While installing these pipes, a great dilligence was shown to get zero
bottom clearence and the same centerline for each pipe to be tested.
As the experiment was dominated by gravity, to control the discharge of the
flow, a valve was connected at the end of the intake pipe. After the valve, a
steel pipe allows the water to flow into an open channel which ends with a
rectangular sharp-crested weir. Discharge measurement was done by a needle
gauge used for recording the flow depth before the weir and calibrated by an
acoustic flowmeter installed on the intake pipe. The required constant water
head was supplied from a large elevated tank. Additionally, a small diameter
21

drainnage pipe was
w connecteed to the deead volumee of the reseervoir to maake fine
tuninng on the waater elevatio
on.
Plan view

Side view

F
Figure 4.1 Plan
P and side view of thhe setup (dim
mensions arre given in cm)
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Figure 4.2
2 General vview of the experimenta
e
al setup (Reeservoir)

Figuure 4.3 Gen
neral view oof the experiimental setu
up (Intake an
and steel pip
pe)
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4.2. METHODOLOGY
The experimental precedure was very like the one in Baykara (2013) except the
trials of asymmetrical lateral wall distances. Here again the intake pipes having
diameters 25cm, 19.4cm and 14.4 cm were installed. For every diameter, 3
symmetrical and 3 asymmetrical lateral wall clearences were tested. Moreover,
at least 5 to 10 different discharge values per every clearence were generated to
see the critical submergence of that parameter combination. Since the water
level had a limit (height of the reservoir) and the valve allowed a specific flow
rate for a specific water level in the reservoir, the set of the experiments were
limited between 5 to 10 (with 2 to 4 lt/s increments) discharge values. The
main objective for these test runs was to obtain the certain depths when airentraining vortices were being formed. In Appendix results of the experiments
and the correlated dimensionless parameters are presented.
After getting the constant head from the elevated reservoir, every test run
begun with filling the dead volume of the model reservoir. As soon as the
water level filled up the active volume and reached a certain level, by opening
the main valve and fine tuning from the drainage valve, the water level is
allowed to drop with a constant speed. The water that left the pipe poured out
to the pool and carried to the open channel where the discharge values were
read. In order to maintain a constant flow rate, by monitoring via an acoustic
flowmeter, the main valve was opened step by step while the water level was
decreasing.
During the water level dropping, any symptom of vortex like swirls, surface
disturbance, dimples and eventually vortices were observed. In case of any
symptoms, the water level was fixed or rate of fall was slowed down to observe
the air-entraining vortex at least two times at the same depth. Sometimes airentraining vortices formed without these symptoms. In those cases the water
level again was fixed to the exact point and water surface was observed under
steady flow conditions for a considerable time, 5-10 minutes with caution.
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Soon after detecting an air-entraining vortex two times at the same depth, again
over a considerable period, this critical depth and the discharge calculated from
the water height at the rectangular sharp crested weir, were noted down and
passed to the next discharge. This single routine was performed for every
intake pipe diameter, for every lateral distance combination and for every flow
rate that the system allowed.
4.3. OBSERVATIONS
The critical submergence values were recorded for only the –full air core- airentraining vortices. As a result of this every vortex symptoms classified by
ARL was observed. These symptoms occurred in this order; surface
disturbance, surface swirl, surface dimple, swirl throughout water column,
vortex pulling trash, vortex pulling air bubbles and finally full air core vortex.
Not all of the vortices were noticeable for long time. However, after passing
the critical depth, all of the vortices gained strength and occurance duration.
Some of the pictures taken during experiments are shown between Figure 4.5
and Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.4 Surfacce dimple fo
ormation

Figure 4.5 Vortex pul ling air bub
bbles to intaake
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Figure 4.6
4 A full aiir core vorteex moving towards the intake

Figgure 4.7 Vorrtex formatiion away fro
om the centterline of thhe intake pip
pe
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Figure 4.88 Vortex forrmation arouund the cen
nterline of th
he intake pippe

Figure 4.9 Example
E
foor an air-enttraining vorttex
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5.1. PREAMBLE
As Equations 3.4 and Equation 3.5 are recalled; Sc/Di was said to be related to
the dimensionless parameters of (b1+b2)/Di or |(b1-b2)|/Di, Re, Fr, and We.
During the experiments, the necessary data like side wall clearances, pipe
diameter, critical submergence, discharge and flow velocity were recorded in
order to calculate the aforementioned dimensionless parameters for every set.
After that, the graphs are preferred to be presented in two separate sub-groups
as symmetrical and asymmetrical lateral wall clerances.
In addition, the empirical equations were obtained by regression analysis
applied to these two separate sub-groups and followed by comparison to
related previous studies. Summary of the symmetrical and asymmetrical
experimental data is presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively.
Addition to this, the details are given in Appendix
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Table 5.1 Hydraulic and geometric parameters tested on symmetrical flow
conditions
Di
(cm)

25.0

19.4

14.4

Range of
Qi
(lt/s)
49.11
~
19.02
49.99
~
15.56
27.33
~
9.39

Sc/Di

Fr

Re

We

1.040
~
0.132
2.933
~
0.232
1.528
~
0.452

0.639
~
0.248
1.226
~
0.382
1.412
~
0.485

249140
~
96471
326782
~
101745
240712
~
82667

3432
~
515
7608
~
738
5561
~
656

|(b1-b2)|
/Di
0

0

0

(b1+b2)
/Di
3.200
~
1.600
4.124
~
2.062
5.556
~
2.778

#
of
Obs.

22

30

20

Table 5.2 Hydraulic and geometric parameters tested on asymmetrical flow
conditions
Di
(cm)

25.0

19.4

14.4

Range of
Qi
(lt/s)
48.25
~
18.43
42.66
~
13.93
25.98
~
9.39

Sc/Di

Fr

Re

We

0.652
~
0.188
1.557
~
0.263
1.535
~
0.368

0.628
~
0.240
1.292
~
0.342
1.343
~
0.485

244732
~
93466
344220
~
91054
228793
~
82667

3311
~
483
8442
~
591
5024
~
656

30

|(b1-b2)|
/Di
0.800
~
0.400
1.031
~
0.516
1.389
~
0.694

(b1+b2)
/Di
2.800
~
2.000
3.608
~
2.577
4.861
~
3.472

#
of
Obs.

21

27

22

5.2. SYMMETR
S
RICAL SID
DE WALL CLEARAN
NCES
5.2.1. Effect of Dimensionle
D
ess Parameeters on Sc/D
/ i
o the
The pllotted relattions of thhe dimensiionless parrameters acccording to
experim
mental resu
ults are show
wn between
n Figure 5..1 and Figuure 5.9. In these
figures units of b1 and b2 are iin cm.

F
Figure
5.1 Sc/Di versus Fr as a funcction of (b1+b
+ 2)/Di for D i=14.4cm

31
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Figure 5.22 Sc/Di versu
us Re as a fu
function of (b
( 1+b2)/Di fo
or Di=14.4ccm

Figure 5.3 Sc/Di versu
us We as a ffunction of (b
( 1+b2)/Di fo
or Di=14.4ccm
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F
Figure
5.4 Sc/Di versus Fr as a funcction of (b1++b2)/Di for D i=19.4cm

F
Figure
5.5 Sc/Di versus Re as a function of (b1+b2)/Di for D i=19.4cm

33
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Figure 5.6 Sc/Di versu
us We as a ffunction of (b
( 1+b2)/Di fo
or Di=19.4ccm

Figure 5.77 Sc/Di versu
us Fr as a fuunction of (b1+b2)/Di fo
or Di=25.0cm
m
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F
Figure
5.8 Sc/Di versus Re as a function of (b1+b2)/Di for D i=25.0cm

Fiigure 5.9 Sc/D
/ i versus W
We as a fun
nction of (b1+b2)/Di for D i=25.0 cm
m
These figures
f
can be evaluateed as follow
ws:
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1. Sc/Di values show increasing trend with increasing values of Fr, Re and
We for a given intake diameter.
2. As the pipe diameter increases; at Di=19.4cm and 25.0cm, the rate of
change of Sc/Di for the narrowest wall clearance; (b1+b2)=40cm, with
the related parameters; Fr, Re, and We, increases with increasing Fr,
Re, and We.
3. The curve families of (b1+b2)/Di generally coincide with each other at
intermediate values of Fr, Re, and We tested, giving no clear relation.
5.2.2. Comparison of the Experimental Results with those of Baykara
(2013)
Baykara (2013) investigated the formation of vortices on a similar model
having more number of pipe diameters and side wall clearances. The outcomes
of those experiments and the present ones are plotted and compared in between
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.18. In these figures units of b1 and b2 are in cm.
In the model used by Baykara (2013), there was a pump in the experimental
setup by which the flows of high Froude numbers were achieved. In the present
model there is no pump in the system and therefore, the flows of lower Froude
numbers are provided. Since in practice mostly the flows of low Froude
numbers are used in intake structures, the aim of this analysis is to provide
more Sc/Di data at mainly low Froude numbers and to see the general trends of
the data of Sc/Di obtained from the present and Baykara’s (2013) study as a
function of Fr, Re and We.
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Figure 5.10 Com
mparison of eexperiment results of present
p
study
dy with Bayk
kara
2013 Sc/D
Di versus Fr as a functio
on of (b1+b2)/Di for Di=
=14.4cm

Figure 5.11 Com
mparison of eexperiment results of present
p
study
dy with Bayk
kara
2013 Sc/D
Di versus Re as a functio
on of (b1+b2)/Di for Di=
=14.4cm
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Figgure 5.12 Coomparison of
o experimeent results of present stu
udy with Baaykara
2013 Sc/D
/ i versus We
W as a funcction of (b1+b
+ 2)/Di for Di=14.4cm
m

Figgure 5.13 Coomparison of
o experimeent results of present stu
udy with Baaykara
2013 Sc/Di versus Fr
F as a funcction of (b1+b
+ 2)/Di for Di=19.4cm
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Figure 5.14 Com
mparison of eexperiment results of present
p
study
dy with Bayk
kara
2013 Sc/D
Di versus Re as a functio
on of (b1+b2)/Di for Di=
=19.4cm

Figure 5.15 Com
mparison of eexperiment results of present
p
study
dy with Bayk
kara
2013 Sc/Di versus Wee as a function of (b1+b
b2)/Di for Di=
=19.4cm
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Figgure 5.16 Coomparison of
o experimeent results of present stu
udy with Baaykara
2013 Sc/Di versus Fr
F as a funcction of (b1+b
+ 2)/Di for Di=25.0cm

Figgure 5.17 Coomparison of
o experimeent results of present stu
udy with Baaykara
2013 Sc/Di versus Re
R as a funcction of (b1+b
+ 2)/Di for Di=25.0cm
40

Figure 5.18 Com
mparison of eexperiment results of present
p
study
dy with Bayk
kara
2013 Sc/Di versus Wee as a function of (b1+b
b2)/Di for Di=
=25.0cm
In geneeral, Sc/Di values
v
show
w increasing
g trend with increasing values of Fr,
F Re
and Wee for a given
n intake diaameter.
One im
mportant poiint which caan be noticeed from the related figuures (Figuree 5.10
to Figuure 5.18) is that for thhe narrowest side wall clearance; i.e.b1=b2=2
20cm,
Sc/Di values
v
vary with the rellated param
meters; Fr, Re
R of We, aas the data of
o the
other (bb1+b2)/Di vaalues testedd. There is not
n a clear trend
t
betweeen the curv
ves of
Sc/Di versus
v
Fr, Re, or We too conclude that
t
how (b1+b2)/Di afffect the variiation
of Sc/D
Di whereas at
a larger Frooude numbeers of which
h the data oof Sc/Di werre not
provideed such as; 1.30 ≤ Fr ≤ 2.8 for Di=14.4cm,
=
on
ne may say that this zo
one of
the Frooude numbeer is some kkind of tran
nsition regio
on where Sc /Di will inccrease
some how
h
and atttain high vvalues at larger
l
valuees of Fr. A
At the mod
del of
Di=19.44cm, the su
udden increease of Sc/D
Di occurs beetween the Froude num
mbers
of abouut 1.05 and
d 1.25. Withhin this zon
ne of Fr fo
or a given FFr, two diffferent
Sc/Di values
v
are obtained.
o
Thhe similar situation
s
is observed ffrom the daata of
Di=25.00cm where there is a ssudden jum
mp in the vaalue of Sc/D
Di for the Frroude
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number of about 0.63. In this case there is not a zone of Fr where there are
different values of Sc/Di for a given Fr. From all these assesments it can be
stated that only at the narrowest wall clearance; b1+b2=40cm, at low Froude
numbers up to a certain value as a function of intake diameter the variation of
Sc/Di with Fr, Re and We follow a similar trend as the other wall clearances
tested. At much larger Froude numbers, Sc/Di values attain very large values
which are not suggested in practical applications. For other wall clearances
tested the data of the present study and those of Baykara (2013) are compatible.
One can also state that as Fr, Re and We approach to their largest values tested,
the rate of change of Sc/Di with these parameters decreases.
5.2.3. Empirical Equations
5.2.3.1. Application of Regression Analysis to the Present Data
Refering to Equation 3.4 one can write the following equation for the
dimensionless critical submergence:
Fr Re We

5.1

Di

The gathered symmetrical data from the experiments were used in a multiple
variable regression analysis performed by the computer program named
DataFit (Oakdale 2012). Consequently, the constants were found as follows.
c1= 0.960
c2= -0.173
c3= 0.271
c4= 0.029
with a correlation coefficient of R2=0.809
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As these coefficients are implemented in Equation 5.1, it takes the following
form;
Fr

.

Re

.

We

.

.
Di

5.2

(valid for the values of Fr, Re, We and (b1+b2) /Di which are within the ranges
mentioned in Table 5.1)
In order to demonstrate the correlation of the function given above, the plot of
the measured and calculated Sc/Di values with respect to each other has been
shown in Figure 5.19. From this figure and the one which shows the variation
of “number of data” with the corresponding “upper limit values of error
percentage”, Figure 5.20, it can be stated that except for a few data, the
calculated values of the related dimensionless parameter stay between ± 35 %
error lines. In these figures units of Di, b1 and b2 are in cm.
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Figgure 5.19 Coomparison of
o the meassured and caalculated Sc/D
/ i values ffor the
symm
metrical lateeral wall geeometries innfluenced by
y all dimenssionless parrameters
mentioned
m
iin Equation 5.2
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Figuure 5.20 Num
mber of datta versus up
pper limit vaalues of erroor percentag
ges
regardding the com
mparison off the Sc/Di values
v
calcu
ulated by Eqquation 5.2 and
the measu
urements.
5.2.3.2.. Simplificcation of th
he Relation of Sc/Di (Equation 5.22)
If the terms (b1+b2)/Di , We aand Re are omitted from Equationn 5.2 one by
y one
to makke it simpliffied and thee regression
n analysis is
i re-run foor each casee, the
followiing equation
ns are deriv ed respectiv
vely.
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Fr

.

.

Re

We

.

5.3

with R2 = 0.809
(valid for the values of Fr, Re and We which are within the ranges mentioned
in Table 5.1)
Fr

.

Re

.

5.4

with R2 = 0.805 and
(valid for the values of Fr and Re which are within the ranges mentioned in
Table 5.1)
Fr

.

5.5

with R2 = 0.767.
(valid for the values of Fr between 0.25 to 1.41)
Figure 5.21 to Figure 5.26 show the plot of measured Sc/Di values with those
calculated from the above equations and the variation of “number of data” with
the corresponding “upper limit values of error percentages”. These figures
prevail that as the number of parameters presented in Equation 5.2 is omitted,
the error percentages of the related equations slightly changes. In these figures
units of Di, b1 and b2 are in cm.
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Figurre 5.21 Com
mparison off the measurred and calcculated Sc/D
Di values under
innfluence of the
t dimensiionless paraameters men
ntioned in E
Equation 5.3
3
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Fiigure 5.22 Number
N
of data
d versus uupper limit values of error percenttages
reggarding the comparison
c
n of the Sc/D
Di values callculated by Equation 5 .3 and
the meaasurements.
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Figurre 5.23 Com
mparison off the measurred and calcculated Sc/D
Di values under
innfluence of the
t dimensiionless paraameters men
ntioned in E
Equation 5.4
4
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Fiigure 5.24 Number
N
of data
d versus uupper limit values of error percenttages
reggarding the comparison
c
n of the Sc/D
Di values callculated by Equation 5 .4 and
the meaasurements.
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Figurre 5.25 Com
mparison off the measurred and calcculated Sc/D
Di values under
innfluence of the
t dimensiionless paraameters men
ntioned in E
Equation 5.5
5
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Fiigure 5.26 Number
N
of data
d versus uupper limit values of error percenttages
reggarding the comparison
c
n of the Sc/D
Di values callculated by Equation 5 .5 and
the meaasurements.
5.3. ASYMME
ETRICAL SIDE WA
ALL CLEARANCES
5.3.11. Effect off Dimensio
onless Param
meters on Sc/Di
The plotted reelations of the dimennsionless parameters
p
according to the
experimental reesults are presented beetween Figu
ure 5.27 an
nd Figure 55.35. In
thesee figures units of b1 and
d b2 are in ccm.
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Fiigure 5.27 Sc/Di versus Fr as a function of |(b1-b2)|/Di forr Di=14.4cm
m

Figgure 5.28 Sc/Di versus Re as a fun
nction of |(b1-b2)|/Di forr Di=14.4cm
m
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Figure 5.29 Sc/Di versu
us We as a ffunction of |(b1-b2)|/Di for Di=14.44cm

Figure 5.300 Sc/Di versu
us Fr as a fu
function of |(b1-b2)|/Di for
f Di=19.4ccm
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Figgure 5.31 Sc/Di versus Re as a fun
nction of |(b1-b2)|/Di forr Di=19.4cm
m

Figgure 5.32 Sc/Di versus W
We as a fun
nction of |(b
b1-b2)|/Di forr Di=19.4cm
m
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Figure 5.333 Sc/Di versu
us Fr as a fu
function of |(b1-b2)|/Di for
f Di=25.0ccm

Figure 5.344 Sc/Di versu
us Re as a fu
function of |(b1-b2)|/Di for
f Di=25.00cm
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Figgure 5.35 Sc/Di versus W
We as a fun
nction of |(b1-b2)|/Di forr Di=25.0 cm
m
These figures
f
can be evaluateed as follow
ws:
Sc/Di values show increasing trend with increasing values
v
of Frr, Re and We
W for
a givenn intake diaameter. Witthin the lim
mits of the parameters Fr, Re and
d We
tested one
o can not give limit vvalues for these
t
param
meters beyonnd which Sc/Di is
indepenndent of theem. It is diffficult to sttate somethiing about thhe effect off |(b1b2)|/Di on the variaation of Sc/D
Di since thee curves of Sc/Di versuus Fr, Re an
nd We
intersecct each oth
her at varioous points on
o the relaated figuress. Thereforee, the
relationns between
n these parrameters arre to be presented
p
inn the form
ms of
empiriccal equation
ns in the folllowing secttions.
5.3.2. Empirical Equationss
5.3.2.1.. Application of Regrression Ana
alysis to the Present D
Data
A relattionship forr the dimennsionless critical
c
subm
mergence ccan be stateed by
consideering Equatiion 3.5 as fo
follows:
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Fr Re We

|

|

5.6

Di

The data of Sc/Di and related dimensionless parameters obtained from the
experiments conducted with asymmetrical side walls were used in a multiple
variable regression analysis performed by the computer program named
DataFit (Oakdale 2012). Consequently, the constants given in Equation 5.6
were found as follows.
c1= 1.162
c2= 0.069
c3= -0.103
c4= -0.210
with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.914
As these coefficients are substituted in Equation 5.6, it takes the following
form;
Fr

.

Re

.

We

.

|

.

|
Di

5.7

(valid for the values of Fr, Re, We and |(b1-b2)|/Di which are within the ranges
mentioned in Table 5.2)
In order to demonstrate the correlation of the function, the plot of the measured
and calculated Sc/Di values with respect to each other has been shown in Figure
5.36. From this figure and the one which shows the variation of “number of
data” with the corresponding “upper limit values of error percentages”, Figure
5.37, it can be concluded that except just a few data, the calculated Sc/Di values
stay between ± 25 % error lines. In these figures units of Di, b1 and b2 are in
cm.
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Figurre 5.36 Com
mparison of the measured and calcu
ulated Sc/D
Di values for the
assymmetricall lateral walll geometriees influenceed by all dim
mensionlesss
parameteers mentioned in Equattion 5.7
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Fiigure 5.37 Number
N
of data
d versus uupper limit values of error percenttages
reggarding the comparison
c
n of the Sc/D
Di values callculated by Equation 5 .7 and
the meaasurements.
5.3.22.2. Simpliification of the Relatioon of Sc/Di (Equation 5.7)
If thee terms |(b1-b
- 2)|/Di , We and Re arre ommited from Equattion 5.7 onee by one
and tthe regressiion analysiss is re-run fo
for each casse, the follow
wing equatiions are
derivved respectively.
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Fr

.

.

Re

We

.

5.8

with R2 = 0.892 for the case.
(valid for the values of Fr, Re and We which are within the ranges mentioned
in Table 5.2)
Fr

.

Re

.

5.9

with R2 = 0.889 for the case.
(valid for the values of Fr and Re which are within the ranges mentioned in
Table 5.2)
Fr

.

5.10

with R2 = 0.880 for the case.
(valid for the values of Fr between 0.24 to 1.34)
Figure 5.38 to Figure 5.43 show the plot of measured Sc/Di values with those
calculated from above equations and the variation of “number of data” with the
coresponding “upper limit of error percentages”. These figures prevail that as
the number of the parameters to be omitted from Equation 5.7 is increased, the
error percentages of the related equations do not change. In these figures units
of Di, b1 and b2 are in cm.
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Figgure 5.38 Comparison
C
of the meassured and caalculated Sc/Di values uunder
influence of
o the dimen
nsionless paarameters mentioned
m
in
n Equation 55.8
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Figuure 5.39 Num
mber of datta versus up
pper limit vaalues of erroor percentag
ges
regardding the com
mparison off the Sc/Di values
v
calcu
ulated by Eqquation 5.8 and
the measu
urements.
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Figgure 5.40 Comparison
C
of the meassured and caalculated Sc/Di values uunder
influence of
o the dimen
nsionless paarameters mentioned
m
in
n Equation 55.9
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Figuure 5.41 Num
mber of datta versus up
pper limit vaalues of erroor percentag
ges
regardding the com
mparison off the Sc/Di values
v
calcu
ulated by Eqquation 5.9 and
the measu
urements.
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Figgure 5.42 Comparison
C
of the meassured and caalculated Sc/Di values uunder
iinfluence of the dimen
nsionless parrameters meentioned in Equation 55.10
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Figuure 5.43 Num
mber of datta versus up
pper limit vaalues of erroor percentag
ges
regardding the com
mparison off the Sc/Di values
v
calcullated by Eqquation 5.10
0 and
the measu
urements.
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5.4. COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
WITH THOSE SIMILAR ONES IN LITERATURE
5.4.1. Equation 5.2 versus Gürbüzdal’s (2009) Relation
Gürbüzdal (2009) investigated the formation of air-entraining vortices in a
horizontal intake model under symmetrical approach flow conditions with four
pipes of different diameters. He presented an empirical equation (Equation 2.6)
for Sc/Di as a function of Fr, b/Di and Re. In Equation 2.6, b denotes the side
wall clearance measured from centerline of the intake pipe to one of the side
walls in symmetrical approach flow conditions, and equivalent to (b1+b2)/2Di
in this study.
To show the correlation between Sc/Di values to be obtained from Equation 2.6
and Equation 5.2, using the Fr, Re, We, and b/Di values of the experimental
data provided from this study, the corresponding Sc/Di values were determined
and plotted with respect to each other in Figure 5.44. The predicted Sc/Di
values lie between ± 30 % error lines. These two equations can be considered
compatible with each other. In this figure all units are in cm.
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Figuure 5.44 Com
mparison off calculated
d Sc/Di valuees of Equatiion 5.2 verssus
Gürbüzdal 2009
5.4.2. Equation 5.2
5 versus B
Baykara’s (2013) Rela
ation
Baykarra (2013) presented
p
seeveral emprrical equatiions for Sc//Di based on
o an
experim
mental study conducteed in the saame model of the pressent study under
u
symmeetrical appro
oach flow coonditions with
w six pipees of differeent diameterrs and
varyingg side wall clearancess. Equation 2.9 is one of them w
which coverrs the
similar ranges of th
he parameteers used in this
t study.
To com
mpare the Sc/Di valuess of Equatiions 2.9 an
nd Equationn 5.2 the reelated
dimenssionless parrameters off the presen
nt data werre used andd the calcu
ulated
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Sc/Di values weere plotted in Figure 55.45. Figure 5.45 reveeals that the
here is a
goodd agreementt between Equation
E
5.22 and Baykaara’s (2013)) relation w
which lie
withiin ±20% errror lines. In
n this figure all units aree in cm.

Fiigure 5.45 Comparison
C
n of calculatted Sc/Di vaalues of Equ
uation 5.2 veersus
Baykaara 2013
5.4.33. Present Study veersus Gord
don’s (197
70), Reddy
y and Picckford’s
(1972) and
a Baykarra’s (2013) Studies
To compare thee simplified forms of S c/Di relatio
ons obtained
d in this stuudy as a
functtion of onlly Froude number
n
wiith the sim
milar ones given
g
in litterature,
Figurre 5.46 wass prepared. In this figuure the plotss of Sc/Di values
v
preseented by
70

the above mentioned investigators and those given in Equation 5.5 and 5.10 in
this study were shown.
Gordon’s (1970) equations:
1.70Fr

5.11

for symmetrical approach flow conditions (Equation 2.1),
2.27Fr

5.12

for asymmetrical approach flow conditions (Equation 2.2)
Reddy and Pickford’s (1972) equation (Equation 2.3):
1

Fr

5.13

Baykara’s (2013) equations:
Fr

.

5.14

for symmetrical approach flow conditions (Equation 2.10),
1.278 Fr

.

5.15

which is valid for wide side wall clearances (Equation 2.12) under symmetrical
approach flow conditions.
The Present Study:
Fr

.

5.16

for symmetrical approach flow conditions (Equation 5.5) and
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Fr

.

5.17

for asymmetrical approach flow conditions (Equation 5.10)
Since most of the data used in plotting the curves given in Figure 5.46 based on
the prototype and large scale model studies, except Baykara’s (2013) data, one
should not expect good correlations among all those curves given in the figure.
The curves of the asymmetrical flows of the present study lies just above the
one of the symmetrical flows as expected. The relations of the present data and
Baykara’s (2013) equation (Equation 5.14) underestimate Sc/Di values
compared to the other ones. The reason of this is neglecting the other
dimensionless parameters; Re, We and (b1+b2)/Di from the original equations
of Sc/Di and having the data of small scale models. Whereas, Baykara’s (2013)
second equation, Equation 5.15, shows a good correlation with Gordon’s
relation for Froude numbers upto about 0.50~0.60. Because, Equation 5.15 was
derived by using the data of the experiments in which the side wall clearances
were large. Due to the strong scale effect, as stated by Baykara (2013), the
Sc/Di values obtained from the model studies must be multiplied by correction
coefficients as a function of the model length scale. To provide the requested
correction coefficients for known model length scales, more experiments
should be conducted in models of large length scales. In this figure all units are
in cm.
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Figure 5.46 Plot of Fr versus Sc/Di for different emp
pirical equattions in literrature
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CHAPTER 6

6. CONCLUSIONS
CONCLUSIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Within the scope of this study the formation of air-entraining vortices in
horizontal intakes were experimentally investigated for both symmetrical and
asymmetrical approach flow conditions. Three pipes of different diameters
were tested and empircal equations for the dimensionless critical submergence
depth, Sc/Di, were derived as a function of the related dimensionless
parameters. From this study the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. For the intake pipes of known diameters, Sc/Di values show an
increasing trend with increasing values of Fr, Re and We for both
symmetrical and asymmetrical approach flow conditions.
2. Empirical equations for Sc/Di were derived as a function of Fr, Re, We,
(b1+b2)/Di (for smmetrical approach flow conditions) and |(b1-b2)|/Di
(for asymmetrical approach flow conditions) with high correlation
coefficients.
3. Assymetrical approach flow conditions result in slightly larger
dimensionless critical submergence depths for the ranges of parameters
tested in this study.
4. The removal of some of the dimensionless terms; such as Re, We,
(b1+b2)/Di or |(b1-b2)|/Di from the original equations of Sc/Di does not
affect the values of Sc/Di significantly.
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5. The relations drived for Sc/Di from this study cannot be directly used to
determine the corresponding prototype values of Sc/Di for a given
model length scale.
The following recommendations can be made for future studies:
1. Using more number of pipes at various diameters, the similar
experiments should be repeated to get more generalized relations for
Sc/Di
2. Large scale model studies of prototype intakes should be made to
determine the scale effect correction coefficients of Sc/Di values. After
that, one can easily convert the Sc/Di values to be obtained from model
studies to prototype values.
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APPEN
NDIX

EXPE
ERIMENTAL RESUL
LTS

m are givenn. Below figure
f
Herein the experrimental ressults in taabular form
explainns the main variables thhat are menttioned in tho
ose tables.

Sc*

Sc

Di

Figurre A.1 Simp
ple illustrati on of the crritical submergence conncept (Bayk
kara
2013)
In ordeer to obtain dimensionl ess numberrs, the follow
wing param
meters are ussed in
the relaated formulaas with the ggiven valuees at 20⁰ C:
ν=
ρ=
σ=

1..004E-6 (m2/ss)
9.98
82E+2 (kg/m3 )
7.28E-2
7
(N/m
m)

It shouuld be noted
d that Sc is from summ
mit point off the intakee and S*c is from
centerliine of the in
ntake, hereinn.
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Taable A.1 Criitical submeergence valuues obtained
d during thee experimennts for
Di=14.4cm,
=
b1 =30cm, b2=30cm
=

Taable A.2 Criitical submeergence valuues obtained
d during thee experimennts for
Di=14.4cm,
=
b1 =20cm, b2=30cm
=

Taable A.3 Criitical submeergence valuues obtained
d during thee experimennts for
Di=14.4cm,
=
b1 =20cm, b2=20cm
=
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Tablee A.4 Criticcal submerggence valuess obtained during
d
the exxperiments for
Di=144.4cm, b1=2
20cm, b2=40
0cm

Tablee A.5 Criticcal submerggence valuess obtained during
d
the exxperiments for
Di=144.4cm, b1=3
30cm, b2=40
0cm

Tablee A.6 Criticcal submerggence valuess obtained during
d
the exxperiments for
Di=144.4cm, b1=4
40cm, b2=40
0cm
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Taable A.7 Criitical submeergence valuues obtained
d during thee experimennts for
Di=19.4cm,
=
b1 =40cm, b2=40cm
=

Taable A.8 Criitical submeergence valuues obtained
d during thee experimennts for
Di=19.4cm,
=
b1 =30cm, b2=40cm
=
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Tablee A.9 Criticcal submerggence valuess obtained during
d
the exxperiments for
Di=199.4cm, b1=3
30cm, b2=30
0cm

Tablee A.10 Criticcal submerggence valuees obtained during
d
the eexperimentss for
Di=199.4cm, b1=2
20cm, b2=30
0cm
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Tabble A.11 Crritical submeergence vallues obtaineed during the experimennts for
Di=19.4cm,
=
b1 =20cm, b2=20cm
=

Tabble A.12 Crritical submeergence vallues obtaineed during the experimennts for
Di=19.4cm,
=
b1 =20cm, b2=40cm
=

Tabble A.13 Crritical submeergence vallues obtaineed during the experimennts for
Di=25.0cm,
=
b1 =20cm, b2=40cm
=
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Tablee A.14 Criticcal submerggence valuees obtained during
d
the eexperimentss for
Di=255.0cm, b1=2
20cm, b2=20
0cm

Tablee A.15 Criticcal submerggence valuees obtained during
d
the eexperimentss for
Di=255.0cm, b1=2
20cm, b2=30
0cm

Tablee A.16 Criticcal submerggence valuees obtained during
d
the eexperimentss for
Di=255.0cm, b1=3
30cm, b2=30
0cm
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Tabble A.17 Crritical submeergence vallues obtaineed during the experimennts for
Di=25.0cm,
=
b1 =30cm, b2=40cm
=

Tabble A.18 Crritical submeergence vallues obtaineed during the experimennts for
Di=25.0cm,
=
b1 =40cm, b2=40cm
=
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